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Description

The accuracy obtained in wind tunnel aerodynamic and aero-acoustic measurements is extremely demanding 
and it stillchallenges our current simulation technologies. It mainly challenges the capabilities of current 
mesh generationtechnologies used in flow simulations. The ground-breaking TESSERACT project addresses 
the challenge of studying howto generate computational meshes that enable the ability to obtain computer 
flow simulations that beat the predictivecapabilities of the wind tunnel experiments for a fixed accuracy, 
cost, and time scale. These important challengescorrespond to capabilities that have been considered 
essential to fulfil the European strategic goals of future transportation.The main objective is to generate 
optimal quality curved adapted meshes for space-time flow simulations by addressing thefollowing 
ambitious and beyond the state of the art 4-dimensional meshing research objectives: curved 
geometryrepresentation and approximation, mesh quality measures, adapted mesh resolution, and space-time 
flow simulation. Thisis a high risk project since it tackles meshing objectives in 4D while lower dimension 
versions of these issues have not yetbeen fully solved. However, providing the foundations and the methods 
to improve current space-time meshing algorithmswill suppose a high gain in the field of computational and 
aerospace engineering. This is so since in the near future, it willbe of major importance to conduct accurate, 
robust, and efficient parallel in space-time adapted flow simulations that exploitthe computational power of 
the exascale super-computing facilities to come. To enhance the feasibility of the project, thescientific 
approach considers different novel approaches to reach the same objectives and therefore, bear in mind the 
highrisk/ high-gain nature of this 4D meshing project.
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